
 

 

Francisco Goya’s powerful and historical painting ‘The Third of May, 1808’ captures the Spanish 

resistance to Napoleon’s armies during the occupation in the Peninsular War. Goya has cast this 

massacre as martyrdom. This image represents a bloody encounter that took place between the French 

army and the people of Madrid who rose up against them on the hill of Principle Pio. The painting 

commemorates a dark moment in Spanish history. Similarly, Pablo Picasso’s painting ‘Massacre in 

Korea’ is a criticism of American intervention in the Korean War. It reveals a horrific insight to the 

1950 Sin Chon massacre which can be described as a mass killing of civilians by anti – communist 

forces. Both artworks incorporated political messages into their work. ‘Massacre in Korea’ is an 

appropriation of ‘The Third of May, 1808’ depicting a different context in the same concept. 

Francisco Goya’s large oil on canvas painting ‘The Third of May, 1808’ was produced in 1814. It 

illustrates a hero who is willing to die for cause in the atrocity of war. Correspondingly, Pablo 

Picasso’s oil on plywood painting ‘Massacre in Korea’ made in 1951 portrays a group of naked 

women and children facing a number of heavily armed knights. The scene of ‘The Third of May, 1808’ 

is set at night with almost a third of the artwork pitch black, amplifying the painting’s tension. The 

sole source of light is the papered oil lantern. The rays of light from the lantern and the shadows form 

a dividing line on the ground between the Napoleonic firing squad and the innocent Spaniards. The 

focal point is a man with his arms outstretched illuminated in white light in middle of the painting. In 

relation, the bifurcated composition of ‘Massacre in Korea’ illustrates women and children on the left 

and the warriors on the right. Both large canvases imply significance and make the scene proximate 

for the audience. The compositions strike up an opposition between the good and evil. The soldier’s 

faces are hidden and all that is visible is their uniform and uniformity of pose. They are ranked 

precisely and robotically as they unwaveringly face their task. The victims are varied in pose and 

appearance indicating individualism and are given more of human characteristics.  

In both artworks, the emotions of the soldiers are left to the audience’s imagination. However, their 

mechanical – like pose, rigid and geometric shapes evidently shows that they are blank and 

stonehearted. The identical costume of these soldiers demonstrates a further cold vibe. Victims in 

‘The Third of May, 1808’ and ‘Massacre in Korea’ are presented through fluid organic lines, which 

offer a soft and vulnerable feeling. The Spanish freedom fighters have different clothing showing 

individuality. The patches of tone on not lavish clothes receive sympathy from the audience. The 

emotional quality of ‘The Third of May, 1808’ and ‘Massacre in Korea’ is supported by the visual 

language. The figures express emotions of terror, fear and grief. ‘The Third of May, 1808’ evidently 

reveals this through body language and facial expression of the victims; eyes are wide open and 

bodies are slouched. Comparably, ‘Massacre in Korea’ illustrates women clustered together showing 

the longing for a sense of security and their body standing in a straight manner display their fright to 

the situation. In both artworks, the figures cover their face with their hands and arms telling us that 

they don’t want to see people getting shot. 

The texture of the artworks is ragged with no smooth finish, which gives a sense of uneasiness. In 

Goya’s painting, the figures are rendered in broad and rough strokes of the brush. Violence is also 

expressed through light and colour. The blood on the ground is a dark alizarin crimson smeared on 

thick that’s been scraped back with a palette knife, producing a scratchy look, as if real blood smeared 

by the twitches of a dying body. Goya intensifies the painting’s emotional pitch by the interaction of 

sharp contrasts. Light collides with expansive darks; white and yellow are vivid against the deep 

blacks, browns and reds. An area of bright light with darkness is contrasted to symbolise the fight 

between good and evil. Picasso chooses a grisaille palette similar to that of Goya’s but with accents of 

yellow and green. These touches of acid – like colour are restricted to the background but yellow is 

used intermittently as highlights on the figures. Strategic use of dark and very pale grey of the 

pregnant belly of the second figure from the left stirs our fear and sympathy by the idea of a mother’s 

inability to defend her unborn child and the inhumanity of the soldiers. ‘Massacre in Korea’ has 

appropriated structural features from ‘The Third of May, 1808’, yet showing a different war event. 

Christian iconography contributes to the emotional weight of ‘The Third of May, 1808’. The light is 

symbolic especially in terms of religion as it represents eternal greatness, God, and the Holy Spirit. 

The glow of light in the main focal area of freedom seems very spiritual and angelic. The light that is 



 

 

shone upon the main character indicates that he is a divine and brave man. The braveness is shown as 

his face is not covered, in fact, fearlessly, both arms are outstretched demonstrating heroism. 

Francisco Goya’s ‘The Third of May, 1808’ and Pablo Picasso’s ‘Massacre in Korea’ portrays man’s 

inhumanity to man. The artists used various techniques both formal and chromatic, to create the 

impression of civilian strife as a result of war. Kenneth Clark quotes on ‘The Third of May, 1808’, 

“The first great picture is revolutionary in word, style, and subject and in intention.” The chilling but 

powerful images grab our attention and seek sympathy; the martyr of a hero willing to die in ‘The 

Third of May, 1808’ is deep and the unborn child of ‘Massacre in Korea’ is shocking.  The depiction 

of dramatic warfare is not usual and it demonstrates the horror of bystanders. 


